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Abstract. Sentiment analysis can be used for stock market prediction.
However, existing research has not studied the impact of a user’s finan-
cial background on sentiment-based forecasting of the stock market using
artificial neural networks. In this work, a novel combination of neural net-
works is used for the assessment of sentiment-based stock market predic-
tion, based on the financial background of the population that generated
the sentiment. The state-of-the-art language processing model Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) is used to
classify the sentiment and a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model
is used for time-series based stock market prediction. For evaluation, the
Weibo social networking platform is used as a sentiment data collection
source. Weibo users (and their comments respectively) are divided into
Authorized Financial Advisor (AFA) and Unauthorized Financial Advi-
sor (UFA) groups according to their background information, as collected
by Weibo. The Hong Kong Hang Seng index is used to extract historical
stock market change data. The results indicate that stock market pre-
diction learned from the AFA group users is 39.67% more precise than
that learned from the UFA group users and shows the highest accuracy
(87%) when compared to existing approaches.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Artificial neural networks · Stock pre-
diction · Chinese natural language processing.

1 Introduction

There is a wide range of factors affecting the stock market: national policies,
exchange rates, epidemics, amongst others [1].

Recently, several sentiment-based stock market prediction approaches have
relied on social media comments and short texts (for example, ’tweets’) towards
stock market prediction [2,3,4,5]. The existing approaches, however, do not dif-
ferentiate sentiments according to the users’ financial background.

Weibo is the largest social media platform in China that allows for qualifica-
tion certificates to be provided by users as evidence of their professional back-
ground. This allows for more reliable user grouping into an Authorized Finan-
cial Advisor (AFA) group and an Unauthorized Financial Advisor (UFA) group
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(unauthorized and without certificates). However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is currently no comparative study on the financial background of users on
the Weibo platform towards the accuracy of stock market prediction. Such a
study could be used towards the improvement of existing sentiment-based stock
market prediction systems: for example, higher weights could be given to sen-
timents published by a certain user group (if known for its better prediction
accuracy). The research question of this paper, therefore, is: How do senti-
ments of AFA users compare to UFA users in terms of stock market
prediction accuracy?

To address this question, this work extracts stock market related comments
of AFA and UFA users on the Weibo platform, uses these comments with a
novel combination of neural networks for stock market prediction, and compares
whether there is a difference between AFA and UFA users’ comments in predict-
ing the stock market. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

– A novel combination of natural language processing neural network (BERT)
and LSTM neural network towards stock market prediction;

– Implementation of this prediction model (along with data of this experiment)
that is publicly available on Github3;

– Resulting from the first contribution, the finding that financial experts (AFA
group) are 39.67% more accurate in their stock market predictions than UFA
group.

The remaining chapters of this paper are as follows. Section Two discusses
related work in sentiment analysis and development of stock market forecasting
models. Section Three explains the structure of the stock market prediction
system used in this work, as well as the functions and implementation details
of each module in the system. Section Four presents the empirical design of the
study and Section Five describes the results of the empirical study. Section Six
summarizes threats to the validity of the experiment and Section Seven draws
conclusions and suggests possible future work.

2 Related work

Brown and Cliff [6] have proposed the possibility of using collective sentiment
indicators to predict the stock market, opening up a new research direction. For
example, [4,5] used comments on the stock market and then categorize them by
sentiment. Based on these results, a causal relationship between the movement
of the stock market and comment sentiment was derived. More recently, Chu
et al. proposed a wavelet [7] method to identify the causal relationship between
stock market returns and investor sentiment[8]. These (social media sentiments
and time series based stock prediction) are the basis of this work.

3 https://github.com/majuanjuan/Doexpertsperformbetter
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2.1 Sentiment analysis using neural networks

In the field of natural language processing, the methods employed in sentiment
analysis problems can be divided into statistics-based sentiment dictionary meth-
ods and machine learning methods [9].

In machine learning approaches, texts are converted into vectors, and then the
classification of a vector is obtained [10]. Language models such as word2vec[11],
given texts, can produce word embeddings (word representations as numeric
vectors) for further use in downstream tasks such as classification. However, the
word2vec model cannot efficiently handle synonyms and polysemy. The BERT
model solves the above-mentioned problems of the word2vec model [12]. BERT
uses transformers for representation, supplemented by a new masked language
model technology to achieve bidirectional information acquisition, and can be
fine-tuned for application in a wide range of natural language downstream tasks
[12].

2.2 Machine learning in stock market prediction

Traditional machine learning models such as K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) were applied to stock market prediction. Wuht-
rich et al. [13] used several KNN to classify the stock trends by analyzing financial
newspaper, the best accuracy rate was 53%. In another research [14], SVM was
used by analyzing collected news data from PRNewswire (company-specific press
releases). They showed that the average accuracy rate was 82%. Zhenkun et al.
studied stock market prediction based on Weibo comments’ sentiments using
SVM [15] and reported prediction accuracy of 67%. Zhao et al. [16] investigated
the prediction of financial assets (housing prices, stocks, gold, etc.), created a
financial dictionary for sentiment analysis, and then used this with SVM for
stock market prediction.

Kaastra and Boyd have found that deep learning models can capture rules in
complex financial scenarios [17]. Amongst these, LSTM seems to show a better
ability to deal with long time series data [18]. Zhuge et al. used LSTM as a regres-
sion model to analyze [19] stocks. The experiment used sentiment data collected
from Eastmoney, stock data, and Shanghai Composite Index. This experiment
used mean square error (MSE) for evaluation, the value in this experiment is
in the range from 0.000152 to 0.000513, which suggests that models with sen-
timent analysis can perform better than those only input technical (e.g., price
and volume) stock data. Recently, Jiawei and Murata [20] used word2vec and
LSTM with a set of sentiment data to analyze the movement of the Shanghai
Composite Stock Index. This research achieved an accuracy of 66%.

Our study uses BERT for sentiment analysis combined with LSTM for time
series analysis.

3 Stock market prediction system

Figure 1 describes the structure of our stock market prediction system. First,
a data collection module is used to collect Weibo text data, then the data is
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processed using a data cleaning module. This data is passed to the sentiment
classification module for analysis and finally is used by the LSTM-based regres-
sion module for stock market price prediction. The system is our development,
and the sentiment analyzing module and stock predicting module is developed
based on the existing project [21,22]. The code of the prediction system used in
this work is publicly available (see Introduction section).
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value of each day 

LSTM stock prediction module 

AFA group 

data 
Time window  
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data 
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Fig. 1. Stock market prediction system structure

3.1 Data collection module

The data collection module collects raw Weibo data by crawling the Weibo
platform (see Figure 1) and collecting historical stock data from Investing.com4.

4 https://www.investing.com/
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It is a financial news website that includes daily information on the stock markets
of all countries in the world and provides historical data download functions. The
data set collected in this module include:

Weibo data: Weibo text data includes text, the user id, the release time,
the number of comments, the number of reposts, and the number of likes. During
the data collection process, Weibo text messages containing the keyword “Hang
Seng Index” (case-insensitive) in the text field were selected to extract sentiment
tendency towards this index. The time range was set to January 1, 2018 and
going to December 31, 2019. There were 7,169 posts, total, in the AFA group
and 164,760 posts, total, in the UFA group.

Stock data: The stock market data for the Hang Seng Index was downloaded
starting on January 1, 2018 and going to December 31, 2019. Daily data includes
the date, closing price, opening price, highest price, lowest price, total transaction
amount, and the rate of change compared to the previous day.

3.2 Data cleaning module

The data cleaning module cleans the raw data collected by the data collection
module. Specifically, this module includes text clean-up (such as special charac-
ters that cannot be processed are deleted) and duplicate removal.

3.3 Sentiment analysis module

The sentiment analysis module is used to classify the Weibo data. The structure
of this module applied a fully connected layer outside of the BERT model to
process the output sentence vectors from the BERT model, this method is also
suggested in BERT [12] and has been used in existing researches [23,24]. The fully
connected layer’s size is 768 to fit the size of the output vector. The fine-tuning
step used a set of labeled data that was collected from the Weibo platform.
Subsequently, in the training step, the Weibo data is tagged with a sentiment
label used to indicate whether the user’s view of the stock market is positive(1)
(expecting prices to increase) or negative(0) (expecting prices to decrease).

3.4 LSTM stock prediction module

The structure of the stock predicting module uses two layers of LSTM cells, the
structure of the LSTM cell follows the design in [25]. LSTM model can handle
longer time series and is suitable for use in learning scenarios with strong time
dependence such as the stock market [26].

The stock market prediction module has two parts. The first part calculates
the daily average sentiment value for both two user groups. It then calculates
the causal coefficient value based on the daily sentiment value combined with
stock market data based on a time-window sliding value. In this work, T is used
to represent this time-window value.

The second part is used to offset the calculated daily sentiment value ac-
cording to the original date, according to T. The module then converts it into a
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feature and sends it to a two-layer LSTM network, the parameters can be found
in 3.5. In this work, two input features of the LSTM network are historical stock
opening price and daily sentiment value, shifted by the value of T. The output
of this module is a prediction for the opening price for the next day.

3.5 Implementation details

The data collection module is developed based on the Weibo-search [27]: Weibo
platform’s data crawler.

The BERT pre-trained model (its Chinese version) loaded by the module
comes from the official BERT project [28]. This original BERT model used here
includes 110M parameters and 12 layers. The pre-training process was done
by Google, using Wikipedia and BookCorpus data. Fine-tuning dataset of this
model comes from ’weibo senti 100k’ data set in SophonPlus [29] and can be
accessed and downloaded publicly. The SophonPlus is a widely used project
for the Chinese language and already has 3,000 stars on Github (a measure
of a project’s popularity). This data set contains a total of 10,000 Weibo text
comments in the Chinese language that have been tagged with a sentiment label.
The length of each Weibo text is within 140 characters, including the plain text,
emojis, and other special characters. The ratio of positive examples to negative
examples here is 1:1. The BERT hyper-parameters are as follows: batch size is 64,
the learning rate is 2e-5, the epoch is 3, and the warm-up proportion is 0.1. Sun
[30] found that these parameters can lead to a good classification with BERT.
The output size of Bert for each Weibo sentence is 768 and after processed by
the fully connected layer, the vector size reshapes to 2.

The LSTM stock predicting module includes an LSTM time series prediction
layer and a linear regression output layer. In the model, the hidden size is 128,
layer number is 2, the dropout rate is 0.001, and batch size is 64. The input
features are pairs of previous opening price and previous sentiment value. The
output of this module is the predicted opening price of the next day. The data
set includes 602 rows of data from January 2018 to December 2019, 60% of data
is used for training and 40% for testing. Due to this experiment was not looking
to tune hyperparameters and thus validation set was excessive here.

4 Methodology

To explore how AFA users’ predictions on the stock market compare to UFA
users, this study collects comments from these user groups, performs sentiment
analysis on these comments, and uses the two sets of sentiments to predict the
Hang Seng Index separately, calculating their prediction accuracy.

4.1 User grouping method

Liang’s research [31] uses the Naive Bayes method to analyze the Weibo posted
by users, and divides users into celebrities, organizations/media accounts, and
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grassroots stars. However, the purpose of grouping in this experiment is not user
attributes, but user experience background, so the method of designing grouping
in this experiment is to access Weibo API and query the public user information.
For an AFA user authentication, a qualification certificate is needed [32]. Thus,
the definition of AFA user in this experiment is that the user’s account is authen-
ticated by Weibo, and the authentication description includes the finance-related
keywords. The users whose “certified” field was TRUE and authentication de-
scription included financial keywords were assigned to the AFA group. The users
whose “certified” field was FALSE or did not include any financial keyword in
the description field were assigned to the UFA group. As a result, 3,535 users
were assigned to the AFA group and 17,675 to the UFA group.

4.2 Daily sentiment analysis method

In order to compare the predictive ability of users in the AFA group with those in
the UFA group, it is first necessary to fit the relationship between sentiment value
and stock market trends to a LSTM model. For this, a daily sentiment value,
based on each specific user group category was calculated. In the experiment,
the average of sentiment values in a day was used to measure the daily sentiment
value of a user group:

Sentimentd =

∑n

i=1
Labeli

n
(1)

In Formula 1, Sentimentd stands for the sentiment value of day d, n means the
number of texts in Weibo for this date, Labeli is the sentiment label value of
a Weibo texti that is found on that date. The higher the sentiment value, the
more positive the general feeling is because, as mentioned earlier, the label for
positive is 1 and for negative is 0.

4.3 Time window calculation method

Zhang et al. [33] claimed that there is a delay between prediction and stock
market movements. The delay to take effect is the T value. The calculation
process is based on the following assumption: the result of sentiment analysis
has a significant correlation with the stock market after it is shifted by T days.
And the final value of T is which that makes the correlation maximum. Zhang et
al. studied the selection of an appropriate T and found the maximal correlation
between prediction and stocks when T was 15.

Likewise in this research, the T value was obtained empirically. Different
time values between 3 to 30 were probed for correlation results. The calculation
results after different T-value offsets are shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Pearson’s correlation for different T values.

As can be seen from the Figure 2, for both groups, the strongest correlation
occurs when the time window value is 12 (although for the UFA group it is not as
pronounced as for the AFA group). For the AFA group, Pearson’s value reached
above 0.200. For the UFA group, the value peaked at 0.200. Therefore, in this
work, the value was set to 12 for both groups.

4.4 Stock prediction model evaluation metrics

As this is a regression model, the mean square error (MSE) is used to evaluate the
neural network’s performance. To evaluate prediction results, the confusion ma-
trix, which is commonly used to evaluate classification models [34], is calculated.
The definition of F1 score and precision used here can be found in Sammut’s
research [34]. Finally, to compare to other research, accuracy was used, which is
a fraction of all correct predictions (true positives and true negatives) out of all
predictions given.

The predicted results are classified as ’rising or steady’ or ’falling’ based on
the next day’s value. And the actual rise and fall are compared according to the
trend classification results to evaluate whether the prediction is accurate. Then
’rising or steady’ is assumed as a positive sample, and ’falling’ is assumed as a
negative sample. The actual price trend will then be compared to the predicted
price trend.

5 Results

In this regression model, MSE is used for evaluation. For the AFA group, the
MSE was 0.149 and the valid loss was 0.140. For the UFA group, the MSE was
0.076 and the valid loss was 0.211. The results of using two sets of Weibo data
for prediction are shown in Figure 3 (y-axis in the figure shows the opening price
for Hang Seng Index).
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Fig. 3. Predict price

From Figure 3 it can be observed that the forecasts of the two groups are
generally in line with the trend of the stock market, to a certain extent.

Then the results of two user groups are filled into the confusion matrix as
shown in Table 1. Because the number of data in the two groups is different, the
totals are not equal.

Result matrix for AFA group Result matrix for UFA group

Predicted positive Predicted negative Predicted positive Predicted negative
Actual positive 119 20 181 115
Actual negative 13 103 99 172
Precision 0.9015 0.6464
F1 score 0.2196 0.1571

Table 1. Resultant confusion matrix and precision for AFA and UFA groups

It can be observed from Table 1 that the prediction precision of the AFA
group is 90.15%. The prediction precision of the UFA group is 64.64%. Therefore,
the prediction precision of the AFA group for the stock market is 39.67% higher
than that of the UFA group. The F1 score that represents the average precision
and recall also shows a better score in the AFA group than the UFA group.

Author Approach Stocks/Index predicted Accuracy (%)

Wuhtrich 1998 [13] kNN Hang Seng Index 53
Mittermayer 2006 [14] SVM S&P 500 stocks 82
Zhenkun 2016 [15] SVM Shanghai Composite Index 67

Jiawei 2019 [20] word2vec + LSTM
Shanghai Composite Index
and other 6 stocks

66

This work
BERT + LSTM (AFA) Hang Seng Index 87
BERT + LSTM (UFA) Hang Seng Index 62

Table 2. Comparing accuracy of this work to other reported stock prediction ap-
proaches
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When comparing the accuracy of the other existing stock prediction models
(using accuracy results reported in their papers) (see Table 2), the model used
in this work with the AFA group’s sentiment-based prediction demonstrates the
best accuracy results (87%).

6 Threats to validity

In the prediction result, the MSE of the AFA group model is higher than that
of the UFA group’s. This may be due to the difference in the size of the data set
[35]. The data volume of the UFA group is 20 times that of the AFA group, so
the model might learn more to fit the price better than in the case of the AFA
group. Besides, in future work, oversampling to the AFA group can be used for
balancing the scale of two data sets.

In the user grouping method, the authentication is checked by applying
a financial keyword filter, users with authenticated financial keywords will be
grouped into the AFA group, UFA group includes both authenticated with no
financial background and non-authenticated users. Meanwhile, the classification
of users is based on the authentication of Weibo: there may exist users with
professional backgrounds who have not applied for certification, which leads to
inaccurate grouping. Likewise, personal authentication may not be as stringent
as government or enterprise authentication.

Finally, grouping rising and steady prediction results into a single group can
make the comparison to other reported results inaccurate.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The goal of this work was to study whether there is a difference between financial
professionals (AFA group) and ordinary people (UFA group) on the Weibo social
networking platform in predicting the stock market using a combination of state-
of-the-art sentiment classification BERT and LSTM for stock prediction. In the
study, Weibo was used as the source of sentiment extraction, and the historical
data related to the Hang Seng Index was extracted.

In this study, it was found that the AFA group performs better at predicting
the stock market than the UFA group: the precision of the AFA group is 39.67%
higher than that of the UFA group’s. Hence, it seems that AFA posts are a
much stronger foundation on which to base market predictions. The further
filtering of authorization to enterprise and government-level authorization may
further impact these strength-of-authorization findings and in future work, we
will refine our analysis accordingly. Of course, the context of these findings should
also be considered, where advisors with government authorization in a Chinese
context may be considered to have heightened authority and thus may serve to
make those posts have a self-fulfilling prophecy. This may have impacted our
findings. and so, all three categories (personal, enterprise, and government) will
be considered in isolation in our future work.
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